Plan for change

Simply work out what you’ll definitely need to use over the next three years. After two years, if your business changes, e.g. if one of your clients overestimates its needs or a major customer changes its mind - simply return the uSCALE part to us. You don’t pay a penny more for it after that, and we cover the difference in cost ourselves.

Change confidently:
- It’s a more flexible way to use your IT.
- If things change, you’re not tied into contracts without an exit you can afford.
- Switch out the uSCALE capacity after two years if you need to.
- You get the freedom to switch to new technologies when the time is right.
- You can plan for the future more confidently.

Rental with premature exit option

1. Additional capacity can be extended on request
2. Drop in Demand
3. Opportunity to return the uSCALE part and to stop your uSCALE payments

shaping tomorrow with you